
Jesus Is Lord

Deuteronomy 26:1-11; Luke 4:1-13

As we begin this season of lent we continue with Luke’s version of the life of Jesus. Like

Matthew, in Luke’s account there is the longer story in the wilderness of Satan confronting Jesus.

Satan sets forth a number of proposals, things for Jesus to do here at the beginning of his life’s work.

As you may have noted, everything Satan asks Jesus to do has a religious ring about it. Everything

Satan suggests is, in itself, a rather good thing. Isn’t bread good? Don’t people need bread? Don’t we

as caring, concerned people have a particular responsibility to give hungry people bread? Think of

what the world would be like if we had the capacity to turn stones into bread! Yet Jesus tells Satan that

there is something even more life-giving and nourishing than bread—God’s Word.

Likewise, isn’t political power a good thing? Power to do good, power to change the world for

the better is indeed a good capacity. Our newspapers are full of accounts of various politicians who,

through their laws and legislation and programs are attempting to work good through politics. Politics

is the major way that any good gets done because politics is the exercise of power. To be sure,

political power is not always used for good, but it can be. The current conflict in the Ukraine has

shown us how a despot uses political power. Note too that Satan connects political power with

worship. Satan said, “To you I will give their glory and all this authority, for it has been given to me and

I can give it to anyone I please” The trade was that Jesus had to worship him in order to rule the earth.

The text is full of oddities, not least of which is the idea that Satan owns the realms of the world and

can distribute them at will, a devilish claim that was not theologically true according to other parts of

scripture. The kingdoms were not his to give.

In any event, Jesus said no. even though Jesus resisted this devilish offer he did not eschew
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earthly kingdoms for a purely spiritual one. Indeed, Jesus went from Satan’s temptation to the district

of Galilee where he proclaimed that the kingdom of God was at hand. “The time is fulfilled, and the

kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe in the good news!”

For centuries, the Jews had looked for the kingdom they called the “age to come,” when God’s

dream of peace and justice would fill the earth. Captives would be released, the blind would see, the

oppressed would be set free—the Lord’s jubilee would be upon the people of Israel. That kingdom

would be real, not a metaphor or some spiritual place in the clouds. Rather, the whole of creation

would be transformed and God would rule that dominion, a kingdom that stretches through the

heavens and renewed the earth. Jesus taught about it, describing the kingdom in parables, and

modelled it by healing the sick and performing miracles. If you hung around with Jesus, it was easy to

believe that some sort of political revolution was at hand.

When his first followers asked him how to pray, he directed them to pray not for a heavenly

kingdom, but for an earthly one where all would be fed, there would be no more debt, and peace

would reign. Here and now, not there and then. Jesus was Lord, a kind of alternative Caesar, not one

who gave in to Satan’s taunting offer of power, but the One who embodied divine authority and had

arrived on earth to take back the planet for the Creator.

The priorities of Jesus’ kingdom would be exactly the opposite of those in the world we

know—there, holy generosity and true peace would replace capitalism and militarism. As Ron Sider

wrote: “Those who neglect the poor and the oppressed are really not God’s people at all—no matter

how frequently they practice their religious rituals or how orthodox are their creeds and confessions.”

(p. 137 Freeing Jesus).

With the development of the concept of the Trinity in the early Christian Church “Jesus is Lord,”
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became equated with “Jesus is God.” It is now so deeply ingrained in Christian thought we don’t think

much about it but there was a time, a very long time ago when this idea did not exist and that

someone or some group of someones, wrestled to invent it. 

But what does it mean to say “Jesus is Lord (Sovereign)?

In Philippians 2:10-11 Paul wrote: “At the name of Jesus every knee should bend in heaven

and on earth and under the earth. And every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the

glory of God the Father.”

Diana Butler Bass said that a NT professor at her evangelical theological college said this was

an early Christian hymn inserted into the text by Paul. In dramatic fashion the professor explained how

these words echoed what happened at Caesar’s throne. There, terrified supplicants entered the royal

room walking backwards, their faces away from the emperor’s glory. As they approached the throne in

this posture, they would periodically bow, fall to their knees, or even go prostrate, as the recited their

creed: Caesar is Lord.

“Paul is saying,” the professor continued, “that Jesus is Caesar, not the Roman Caesar,” his

voice became more insistent, “and one day every knee shall bow before him. Every knee, whether

willingly or not. People will either fall on their knees or be forced to them, because Jesus is the true

Lord.” She concluded by saying, “His description is terrifying. I did not want anyone to be forced. No

one should fear Jesus, or face eternal damnation. . . Our job seemed to be to make plain the kingdom

here by engaging in acts of justice, while at the same time ensuring that its eternal subject population

was willing and joyful. So she concluded that as her form of service: “I would become a missionary.”

(p. 143)

The calling took her to Holland where the Dutch government sponsored workers to go into the
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homes of the elderly and disabled to do projects and cleaning for those unable to do so. Their mission

coordinator though this was a great “opening” to serve and, perhaps, talk with the clients about Jesus.

She was sent, along with a male partner, to the home of a disabled widower who needed two

things—his kitchen cleaned and some windows repaired. She writes“I got kitchen duty. I imagined the

work would be like the kind I had read about in a small devotional Practicing the Presence of God, written

by the medieval monk Brother Lawrence, who had found his Lord amid the washing up of pots and

pans. When I walked into the kitchen, however, I was sorely disappointed. There were not pots and

pans. Instead, there was what looked to be a layer of grease and grime over all the counters, the

floors, and the appliances, which seemed to date from the Middle ages. I had never seen anything so

horrid in my life.

The man, in a wheelchair, pointed me to a closet with a bucket, brushes, and bleach. I did not

spend the time in holy contemplation. I scrubbed and scrubbed and scrubbed, desperately trying to

uncover the surface of, well, anything. It was a gruesome archeological expedition. This was not what

I imagined when I thought of being a missionary—I had envisioned people coming forward to accept

Christ as their saviour, surrendering all to Jesus, and worshipping their sovereign Lord. I could

manage a few pots and pans like the cheerful Brother Lawrence, but not scrpaing grease from a

kitchen that was at least twenty years older than I was.

The elderly man wheeled back into the kitchen while I worked. I wondered how I could witness

to him. He spoke little English; I spoke little Dutch. Instead he sat nearby and watched, occasionally

saying: Dank je wel. Dank je wel. At one point he pulled out a Bible and started reading aloud from the

New Testament, and I could pick out a few words and phrases.

And so the day went, me covered with grease and him offering grace. Although I had been
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angry, there developed an odd companionableness to it all, this harmony of work and words. The

counters began to gleam; shoes no longer stuck to the floor. I wanted the room to shine, sparkling like

a mansion in heaven. When I left a few hours later, he smiled and handed me a half dozen tulips as a

kindness, and it became obvious that I was the one who had been evangelized by his gratitude. Jesus

had shown up in a odd reversal of roles, for my heart was probably changed more than that of my

host. I knew I had done better work that day that any other in those weeks.

This was the Jesus of my mission hopes the One to whom all the people of the earth would

bow, knowing him as God and Sovereign.

This was the Jesus of the kin-dom that the mystic Julian of Norwich wrote calling him “our kinde

Lord,” a poetic title, summoning images of a gentle Jesus. But it was not that. Rather it was a radical

one, for the word “kinde” in medieval English did not mean “nice” or “pleasant.” Instead, in the words

of theologian Janet Soskice: “In Middle English the words “kind” and “kin” were the same—to say the

Christ is “our kinde Lord” is not to say that Christ is tender and gentle, although that may be implied,

but to say that he is kin—our kind. This fact, and not emotional disposition, is the rock which is our

salvation. (P. 150)

To say “our kinde Lord” was to say “our kin Lord.” Jesus the Lord is our kin. The kind Lord is kin

to me, you, all of us—making us one. This is a subversive deconstruction of the image of kingdom and

kings, replacing forever the pretensions and politics of earthly kingdoms with Jesus calling forth a kin-

dom. King, kind, kin.

Diana concluded: “The kitchen in the Netherlands may well have been the closest I have ever

been to the kingdom Jesus preached. There, the Spirit revealed the meaning of kin, of a “kingdom”

with a “kinde Lord,” of simplicity, solidarity, and service, things I knew but was on the verge of
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forgetting.”

That is the vision of “Lord” that I want to claim and follow, not the Putins of the world who think

that being a ruler means dominating others. I want to follow the one who calls us to service in love to

make the world a little better place than we found it, where all can know the wonder of peace that

comes from being in presence of the true ruler of the universe, who died on a cross to show how

much we are loved with a vision of a new kingdom of love here and now. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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